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0. Introduction 
The y-primary stable homotopy groups of spheres, whose structure is still tmt 
well understood, are known to contain two infimtc families (a,}, @, j of nontrivial 
elements for each prime 113 5 (see (6.91 ), A parallel family of elements {yt ) can 
be constructed ifp 2 7 (only yt is known to be constructible if p = Cc), but whether 
any of them is nontrivial has been an open question. We prove: 
Main Theorem. y l * 0. 
Furthermore, TV, ...I y[] .I r are all nontrivial; in a forthcoming paper we will prove 
this and give generalizations tohigher families of homotopy elements using similar 
methods. For some applications of rt # 0, see [ ! 61. 
When H. Toda first asked whether ~t was nontrivial a few years ago [ 121, he re- 
marked that the question seemed very difficult. He was right; in fact, publication of 
these resuits has been delayed by a controversy between S. Oka and H. Toda and the 
authors (not to be confused with an earlier contradiction involving a different ele- 
ment named y ( 10) ). In October 1973, Toda answered his own conjecture: he an- 
nounced at a meeting of the Japan Mathematical Society that rl = 0. This result 
was slow in reaching the U.S.A., however, and in June 1972 the authors, unaware 
of Toda’s announcement, completed the proof given below that y1 # 0. Thltt Au- 
gust, Larry Smith, having noticed a reference to Toda’s claim in a paper of Qka, 
alerted us to the contradiction. We found that Toda, now in collaboration w 
had prepared arevised version of his argument. Since then we have exchanged proofs 
with Oka and Toda, but no serious error has been found in either. 
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Reoently, J.F. Adams has verified our result, using slightly different methods. in 
lectures at the University of Chicago. Thus we welcome the skeptical reader to ins- 
pec’l carefully the proof below that rl is nontrivial. 
The stable map y1 is defined as the composite in the diagram 
Here the V(n) are the spectra introduced by Smith (see 16, I 11 ), T =: 2(p3 - 1 I, and 
the master map $$, whioh gives rise to the family {rt j by iteration, has V(3) as its 
mapping cone. (This holds for p 3 7; if p = 5, O2 is not known to exist, but gt does, 
and the same proof works.) Thus rl lies in the stem.p$‘&_ 
(q = ?@ - 1) from now on). This stem is known to be tsomorp Ii 
)q_3 
a+p- 1‘ 
ic toZ,,,generated by 
Fw r,, &en, the question is whether the above construction gives a nontrivial 
element; he higher ’s, lying beyond the range of known stable stems. are completely 
new. 
The space V(O) is the classical Moore space for the prime pr the map Sq Y(O) + v(O) 
whose cone is W(l) was used by Toda and Adams, but it was Larry Smith who 
first in traduced V( 1) itself, and realized that the process could be generalized. He 
found t&e map sI#r - 1 V( 1) + V( 1) whose cone is V( 25, and showed that the cor- 
responding family of stable homotopy elements i  nontrivial, and (for p > 3) forms 
an infinite extension of the finite family fl 1 , . . . . flp_ 1 discovered by Toda. Smith’s 
work was the main inspiration for the construction of the new famiiies we will be 
studying in this and subsequent papers. 
Our method of proof relies on the cohomology theory given by the Brown.-- 
Peterson spectrum for the prime p (see [ 3 ] ). This theory, BP+, resembles ordinary 
cohomology (H*) more closely than K-theory, for example, yet has a much richer 
structure than H+. It carries just as much information at the given prime as complex 
cobordism, MU*, but its algebra of primary operations is much simpler. Besides, it
is q-sparse, in the sense that the algebra of operations BP* (BP) is zero unless * z 0 
mod 4. This sparseness allows us to contruct a third-order operation 5 from a purely 
algebraic higher relation among primary operations, to compute the action of 2 in 
the mapping cone Cyt , and to express the indeterminacy in a simple form. We do 
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this, in the stable homotopy category [2, 131, in a way that can be understood by 
a reader unacquainted with higher-order operations. For basic information about 
BP-cohomology, gee [ 141. 
We thank Frank Adams. Arunas Liulevicius, Larry Smith, and Akihiro Tsuchiya 
for then help. Both authors were partially supported by the N.S.F. 
1. Constructing the tertiary operation 
in ordinary cohomology theory, relations among primary operations (for exam- 
ple, Adem relations) give rise to secondary cohomology operations. An algebraic 
relation-among-relations i  the Steenrod algebra need not give rise to a tertiary ope- 
ration, however (see (S ] ). The situation for BP cohomology is better; in fact, in this 
section we show that any such higher relation among primary BP operations gives 
rise to a tertiary operation in BP cohomology. We also introduce the specific higher 
relation we will need to detect y 1. 
First, we recall that secondary operations (or, equivalently, stable two-stage 
Postnikov systems) can be constructed in QIZ>’ reasonable cohomology theory E*( ), 
represented by a spectrum E. Think of a relation a2al = 0 among primary opera- 
tions in E-cohomology as a sequence of stable maps A 1 G A 2 a2 i A 3, with 
each Ai a sum of suspensions of E, and a2al - * (i.e., a2a1 = 0 in the stable cate- 
gory ). 






L”1 A 1 -._ _ .___. _--_..~A, 
. 
S-‘A2-fi-, E,%A, -%A2 
is a stable c@bration sequence (“exact Angle” in Boa&nun ‘Is terminology), and 
ti2i2 = S-’ a2. 
Roof. Let Cat be the mapping cone, and let E, = Sml(Cal). Since S-‘(a2al) is 
null-homotopic. a2 factors through E2 as shown: 
(3 S-1 A, 
S-b1 _, i2 p2 Q1 
-------+S A,---+ E, -+A,-----+ 
I A2 
S-A* \b 2 
S-l A3 
This defines $2 and proves the lemma. 
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For third-order operations we need to specialize to E = BP. Recall from [ 14. 
$31 that [BP, BPji = 0 unlessi z 0 mod 9 - we say that BP is q-sparse. In patticu- 
lx, s\1ppuse 
Ai 
“1 .---. -* A 2 -_“z, A, .-a3 A, 
is a nontrivial relation-amonerelations i  BP (that is, a3~2 = a2al = 0 and no CL, is 
zero ). Then if we assume A 1 = BP for simplicity. we see that each Ai must be si sum 
of spectra of form Snq BP, N E 2. With these data we can construct a three-stage 
Postmkov system. 
Lemm3 1.2 (Sparseness Lemma). 131ere is a iiiiigR2m 
S-2 A, ___--___-_* E, __w-?-~+ S-2 A, ‘3 





A ------+A?. 1 
c-c 
Lz 
’ A 3 __!?, E, _!!?_+ E, _fj2+ s-- 1 A 3 
C’- 2 
Roof, Since [BP, BP] ’ = 0 unless i % 0 mod 9, it follows that [A l, S- I A4 1 = 
f BP. S’Q - 1 BPJ = 0. Because 
is a cofibratisn, we have an exact sequence of groups 
[S-I A,,S-’ Aqj +fx-- [E2,S ’ A41 J-3- [A+-’ A41 l 
and so if is injective. Consider the composite map 
E2 2 S-1 Aj 
s-‘*3 
-----_* S-1 A, ; 
then 
consequent1y , s- 1 a3 Gz = 0, and so by Lemma I. 1 t.hw is a secondary operation 
S-2 A3 i3 F 
ti3 
I 




$2 ---+S-1 A, 
such that G3 i3 = S - t IS- t CQ ) = S- 2 0~3. This proves Lemma 1.2. 
The specific higher retation we wi1.I use is the following: 
A l ._ ___._ “1. _..___+ A2 _..__ ^  a’ @3 ..e_“-.-_.. _L. _ --+ A3 -- ___+~, 
43 = (‘1, --2t.q ) . 
For notalion, see 1141. 
Lemma I .3. Qp1 = tY3&2 = 0. 
The proof is postponed to $4. 
d 
We may thus define a tertiary BP operati0n.Z as follows: If td E B@(X) = 
[X,A# hasaliftingtouf (X.E3jk,letZ(u)= {$3u}c [X,S-*Aq]k,where 
u runs over all such liftings. 
‘p-l - vlrp 
-rQl --b + 0 rp+, + hl rl,l 1 ’ 
2. The indetembwcy 
Usually. the indeterminacy of a tertiary operation is expressed in terms of a se- 
condary operation. If we consider any nontrivial tertiary BP operation on the cone 
C’T~, however, the indeterminacy turns out to be expressible in terms of primary 
operations. The reason, again, is sparseness. 
Using the mapsg, of diagram (1) above, construct a cofiber sequence 
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Note that BP* (c’iz)) =.” @*2)q+3 BP*/@, c’t , ‘+. 
BP*(Cg,) = S T+2 BP*/(j) Q siy BP* 
b 
with mztmicul generators 8;, 8 ; ; 
BP+(Cg,) =Sr+*2+2P BP*/(p,o,. v2,u3)@SNcp, u1.v2) 
Roof. Use elementary exact-sequence manipulations, as in [ 7, 151. Notice that 0; 
is canonical (i.e., uniquely determined up to units of QJ since BP*/@, VI) is am 
in dimension p2y. 
Observe that T z 0 mod Q, 14 2 3 mod q, This is important for the following: 
Codlary 2.2. Let E be arzy tertiary upetation constructed as in Lemma 1.2. If 
X = Cyl, the indeterminacy of E is exact1.y 9 [X. Sm2 As]. 
Proof. Construct he diagram 
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s-2 A, .___ !_._.__Q  i 




mS P3 i -1 
,fj _- 1 A z i2 -_-.. _----_3 E, _,___.__%._-+ S- 1 A 3 
I p2 ’ 
4 
A 1 _ ._.__  :! ,___, A 2 
where Q is C&p3 1. By the Verdier axiom (cf. (2, p. 1071). there arc maps 
l:S-2A3 + 0, m : Q + S- 1 A2 so that jl = + i, and the sequence 
S-2 A 3 _a!, Q -.!!!, s” Q $2 1 A, -------+s--’ A3 
is a cofibration sequence (up to equivalence). 
Let u : Swk X + A l represent any &men t of BP*(X); by Lemma 2.1, k f I or 
3 mod q. Now any two maps from X to E3 which both lift II must differ by a map 
u:S-& X+Q. But 
(S-k X,S-1 A21 = [Cyl,Sk--'(Sq BPvsPq BP)] = 0 
by Lemma 2. I again, since k - 1 is congruent o 0 or 2 mod 9, but 9 2 8. Hence 
m~=O,so~liftstow:X-+S*AJ.Thisshowsthat 
by Lemma I.&. T The converse inclusion is clear; this proves the corotlary. 
3. Calculating the operation Z in C’yl 
Our procedure now becomes imilar to that used in [ 151 for secondary opera- 
tions. We use the Peterson-Stein trick, only twice: we reduce the calculation of Z 
in Crl to the calculation of a secondary operation in CgO and then to the calcula- 
tion of a primary operation in Cgt . 
First, notice that in view of diagram ( 1) above, Ck, is equivalent to 
ST+2v1 - I)+2 V(r) and we have a cofibration 
~“zlp’+~ - 1 )+I ~(q _..s;+ cg % 5 I ----+ c&+1 __3 
sT+2@r+l- 1 I+2 V(r) 
for -10% 1. 
Lemma 3.1. 
Proof. This is a routine calculation, using hopxotch diagrams like [ 1 S1 Figs. 1 and 
7 L 1. We omit the details. 
The next theorem may be viewed as a double application of either the Peterson-- 
Stein formula or Maunder’s Axiom 5 for higher operations [S] to reduce the order 
of the operation being studied from tertiary to secJndav to primary. First, notice 
that hj(q 0;) = hl(rp 0; ) = 0 since all q- are zero on 13PN(SV). Hence rp(8’t ) = al @b, 
11119; 14~ 0; for some q, 0; E BP*, so if w2 = (a2 y’, 42; y’j, then 
Theorem 3.2 (Order Reduction Theorem). 77zurcr ape elements w3 E [S2@3 1’+2. 
S--tA3~.~3EBPC(CyI)sz~~ht~t 
* This theorem calculates Z(h,),, up to indeterminacy. For the proof, we need: 
Lemma 3.3. F~.w the Huzewinkel generutcm vi , v2, v3 (see [4] ), 
‘1 v3 = -- 4 
rp 03 = 0 
modp,q ; 
= --p fp tp z&v3 iIf+’ t (_-p* +p + l)p vf2-P--2 , 
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The proof of Lemma 3.3 is postponed to Section 4. 
Reassuring remark. The correctrxss of the generators q, u2 and u3 has been verified 
separately by Liulevicius, Kozma, Araki and Adams. 
CorOllaq 3.4. F%P ?niq r&v w2 = (0, ---$-’ 7’). 
Roof of Theorem 3.2. We claim there is z2 in (Cg,,S-l A31 such that zT @k,(O;‘), 
where \t, is the secondary operation constructed in Letnma 1. I associated to the 
relation Oz cq = 0, and Q:, = cr2w2. To get z2, construe t the diagram 
S-l A2 









ko sr+r;r+l 1/(y) --- _C._. _...-+ cg() __I_.. . 
I 
-.C_+ cg 1 __..__~.-, 
“4 
s*w+2 c/(O) 
as foliows: We have cw$Q$$i ) = ki$ eif w2 = 0, so there is u’ : CgO + E2 lifting 
ka 0; = 0;). It is not hard to check that U’ can be chosen so that the left-hand 
square commutes. Since 2.4’ isa lift of 8;), the element z2 = ti2 N’ lies in 9z(Oy); 
also, 
so z2 is as claimed. Now notice that 
satisfies @1= a2 w 2) by Lemma 3.3(b); since (6 is injective in this grade (Lemma 
3.1). CT= 9. 
Now pick 
w3 = (( --q *-P-l - up-’ q f, -up-3 up 7”) ; 
then PI w3 l =z2, and [@El w3 = a2 w2. We no; claim that there is 23 E [Cq, 
SW 2 Ad) such that z3 E Z(h, )* and {3(z3) = ti3 w3. Construct he diagram 
. 
S- 2 A, _. _‘?_ ._._._+ E, _ .-!?_.-,E, __. ._%_ S- 1 A 3 
i T t li’ li 
_-L-L_+ __ ____ k-l 
I 
w3i 
% ----.- ---Qo 
_____:d___, $2 
The right-hand square commutes because ti2 U’ = z2 = efl w3. Now $2 u’k_, = 
w3 E-1 k-1 = 0, so as before there is u” (as shown) lifting kT1 u’, and U” can be 
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chk)sen so that the left-hand square commutes. But 
also satisfies {*_ t ? = f: a3 11’3, and f! l is injcctive in this grading, we have z3 = ?. 
This proves Theorem 3.2. 
Proof. By Corollary 2.2, 
Since Bp@2--P-1~~ is generated by u$12 ul, up-3 ~f’+~, . . . . and rI u1 = p, 
‘1 02 = --II! mod p (see Section 4, (vi) below), the lemma follows from the Car& 
formula. 
Proof. up- 2$ (p. q 1. 
Mow if rt were null-homotopic, Cyl would be homotopy equivalent to 
9 Vs@‘--lM--$ and there would be maps 
so i i ----3 CTl -----+ P * 
with i i = Id&a. Hence is j* is X, = i+ A,, so i* : BT’o(Cy,) + B@(@) is iso; thus 
X, = j* P X, . We would then have 
a contradiction. Hence y1 ntust be essential, proving the Main Theorem. 
4. Technidities 
in this section we prove Lemmas 1.3 and 3.3. We need some prehrninary results. 
Proof. fnduotiun on k: For k = 1, we know that $ tI = tl B I + 1 atI and this lies 
in filtration y. Assuming the truth of the lemma for a given k . 1, we invoke [ 1, 
Theorem 16. I(v)] : 
$tk= . . c rnj($ tp+ + c 
i+j=k h+i+j=k 
i30 
where we abbreviate IN i 
‘k-- \ 
by q. By induction, every team tG cl3 fl in ( $ 
gr;lde 2 9 pi- *($) = y p -* . And in the right-hand sum. 
This proves the lemma. 
Definition.Ifrt/& hFitG* 1, let the sp~~~~er of tE be defined by 
s(E)= It%- min{s[ il/ FEP}. 
We have s(AI ) = 0, and by Lemma 4. I 9 
S(A,)<q(pk-2 +pk--3 + . . . t 1) 
for k > 1. Clearly, S(E, + E2) = @Et ) + s(E2 j. The following is immediate 
definition of the multiplication UI BP*(BP) in terms of the diagonal 3/: 
tfz has 
from the 
This provides a way of determining when the expansion of a product QZ ‘F 
comes to a halt. We US it in: 
Lemma 4.3. r4 ‘1 = (a + 1 bra+, - v1 ?U_P+l,lr 0 G a G 2p - 2 (we adopt the CW- 0 
vtmtion fe, 1 =Oife<O). 
Roof. Write ra q = x cK rx. Using the formula from [ l] invoked above, we cm 







ty+‘, t,@q)=u+ I ) 
q-b ,r,w,)=O, 
4-P’ t2 t2,ra sQ= -vl (ifa-p+l>O). 
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Now by Corotlary 4.2. c, - -OforT>a+ 1 sinceIrAI)=O;andalso 
I(r,k)l--. s(r,kpq(~+k(p+ 1)s--k)>y(a+ l)= fr,r,l 
if either Itr 2 2 or k = I and t > u - F + 1 {since a 6 Sp - 21, so for these (I, k), 
ivr.k = 0. Finally. c~ = 0 if there is some I> 2 with ej f; 0 for then 
This proves Lemma 4.3. 
Proof of Emma 1.3. We have to verify the three formulas 
(cf. 115, Proposition 2.11). 
(iii) Xp+$ : ‘1 wp ._- ?,u, wp+2 = 0. 
These all fr)Llow from the following calculations: 
‘2 rp = yf f (P;2brp+2 - (2 + i@ ‘- 1)lq b 1 . bv 
For example, to get [J), write 
-- p rp = - p rp 
UI ‘I $2 = 
2 
01 r&l + (P f 1 )Ul rp+1 .- “1 Q.1 
‘p-1 ‘1 = P’p - u1 ‘o,l 
-q rp rl = 2 -tP + ml rp+1 f u1 ‘1.1 
c_ __l___.--__l_-- --. --^II-_IxI. 
0 
Formula (ii) follows in a similar way from Lemma 4.3, (v), and the relations 
%,I ‘1 = q1 ([ 14, Lemma 4.31 or direct check), and 
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For (iii). 
using q u1 = p, q rp_ i = ‘r)_ t l r ( 14, 5. IO] . or direct check), Lemma 4.3 and (iv), [ 
the coefficient ofrl, reduces to 2u, I?, and the coefficient of rl becomes 
..- zq ‘()I - (p + 1 )q ‘r,+t + u1 qt: proving (iii). 
It remains to verify (iv) and (v). By [ 14, 5. IO] , q Q. - r q = r. I, so (iv) fol- 
lows from Lemma 4.3. Alternatively. the formula may be c R eckcd directly using 
the technique of the proof of Lemma 4.3. For (v). write r2 $, = x cK rK. We see 
that t>+2 = (pi2 j, acid 
. 
and the coefficient of ti @ : f here is( 2 - iip -- 1))~~. As before, c, = 0 for 
r>p+2. while for c, k. 9 
ifk= l,r>2.c-)rifk>2.sothcsr:~,k vanish. All other CE are zero for the same 
reason as in Lemma 4.3. This compleies the proof of Lemma 1.3. 
Proof of Lemma 3.3. Let h : BP* +&(BP) be the Hurewicz map; then by 141. we 
can choose u3 such that 
h(u,) =p ~~23 -. h(vf') m2 - h($) ml . 
Now ri VI,, is given by [ 14, 3.31 v and in the proof of [ 15,3.7) we computed 
(vi) rPu2=u1 modp, r1v2=-vfmodp, rj u2 = 0 mod p 
for Xj<p -- 1. Hence 
h(r, v3) = r1 (h(q)) = 0 - h(p3 vp2-‘)m2 + h@vf-’ vfM* - h(v$) IN& P’@Q 
= h( --x q2---I t uI+1 up-’ - us), modp , 
where x is detked by h(x) = y3 m2. and we have used k q = prr+. This proves that 
‘1 “3 = -u$ mod@, w1 ) since h is injective. Degree considerations show that rr, 03 
cannot be a power of u2, hence is zero mod @. ~1). This proves (a); for (b), 
(rp_, -v, rp,r_vy-‘)= -((r 
f 2 u r-1 __‘- v, @ -- l)(rpv2) = -vf---p --. vf-* vi modp , 
by (vi) and the Cartan formula: the second part off b) is similar, using the fact that 
r. 1 u2 is divisible by p. and hence so is q, 1 vf I. Finally, we do(c): 9 
rl (4 
2--P--1 - up-2 vl)=(1,2 .-. p -. l)(q q)q 2-p-2 
.- (p -.. 2)(r, t@p-3 VI .-up 2 (‘1 u1 b 
= __r)@‘._. p _. t)“fbZ pvf-.? 
+@-- 2)(/Y+ 1) vf-3 ++I . * 
Thk result follows. 
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